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Des Moines Youth Hockey Association

The Des Moines Youth Hockey Association is home to nearly 600 youth participants’ ages 4-

18 spread throughout the Des Moines metro area.  DMYHA offers recreational youth hockey 

players the opportunity to learn fundamental skills and basic team concepts in a positive, fun, 

and enthusiastic environment. DMYHA also makes available to the participants of the Youth 

Hockey Division a highly competitive Travel Hockey program. Below you will find some 

frequently asked questions that are asked by families who are unfamiliar with ice hockey:

Q: What is Ice Hockey?
A: Ice hockey is a fast-paced, competitive sport involving two teams fielding up to six players--two 
defensemen, three forwards and one goalie--on the ice at a time. Using long curved sticks, the well-
padded players try to seize or maintain control of a frozen hard rubber disc, or puck, and hit it into the 
opposing team's net, which is guarded by a goalie. It's known as the fastest sport in the world.

Q: How old must a child be to start in Hockey?
A: Many children start at age 4 or 5 but don't let that stop you if your children are a bit older. Children 
may start at any age right up to High School; we have programs available for all ages. Once your child 
has developed basic skating skills (for most via a learn to skate class). They can enroll in our “learn to 
play hockey” program that is designed for beginners and works on skill development and fundamentals
that prepare each player for team play.  We offer these sessions 3-4 times per season.  

Q: What are some benefits to playing hockey?
A: Hockey has enormous appeal for children and adolescents. Hockey enables children to skate fast but 
challenges them to stay in control. The sport also provides a constructive means of channeling their energy. 
Like other sports, children learn about teamwork and get many opportunities to succeed. Because only a 
handful of players are on the ice at any given time, each skater must play a very active and important role.  
Hockey also offers many health benefits. Drills, scrimmages and games provide aerobic as well as 
anaerobic training. Playing ice hockey also tones and strengthens every major muscle group. As a 
recreational sport, ice hockey is something children can carry into their adult lives.  One of the least 
thought about benefits of playing hockey is that anyone can play. Most kids begin youth sports, be it 
baseball, basketball, soccer, tennis or youth football in grade school. By the time they reach middle school 
or high school the better players continue on and other kids drop out. Why? Because the better players play 
the most. Hockey is different because regardless of the age, we have a team for you even when youth 
players become adults.

Q: How much does hockey cost?
A: Probably not as much as you might think. Although it can be expensive in other parts of the US, hockey 
is relatively inexpensive area when considering the length of our season.  Our fall season runs October-
March each year. The learn to play class offers rental equipment and as skaters progress there are options 
for purchasing good used equipment and much of which can be used for several years. When time spent 
playing hockey is factored in, the sport is very competitive on a cost per hour basis. The total cost is also 
dependent on what your child participates in during the off season and the extra training you opt to do. 
Some skaters opt to continue on special teams throughout the summer months. The majority of players do
not. When the cost is broken down by the time spent on the ice, it is clear that hockey is one of the best 
values in youth sports.  


